To turn the Screen Magnifier on or off, hold the Back (not Rewind) and Fast Forward buttons on the Firestick remote down at the same time. Please have patience while holding these both down, as it takes 3 to 5 seconds to switch.

If you wish, you can easily switch the Firestick Zoom feature on or off while the Screen Magnifier is enabled. Simply press the Play/Pause button at the same time that you are holding the menu button down to do so.

To zoom in or out while magnification and zoom are enabled, you can hold the Menu button down, then also tap either the Fast Forward (zoom in) or Rewind (zoom out) button.

To Pan around the screen while you have your Firestick zoomed in, hold the Menu button down, then use the Ring button to pan the image on the screen up, down, left, or right.